I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a digital multi-carrier modulation technique, which uses several orthogonal sub-carriers to transmit/receive a high data rate signal [1] . It has become an increasingly popular scheme in modern digital communications and is already being applied in DAB, DVB-T, DVB-H, DVB-SH, WiFi, WiMAX and 3GPP LTE wireless standards. The primary advantage of OFDM over single-carrier transmissions is its robustness against frequency-selective fading in a multipath channel, thereby eliminating the need for complex time-domain equalization [1] .
OFDM exhibits some tolerance to symbol timing errors when the cyclic prefix (CP) length is longer than the maximum channel delay spread [2] . However, an off-the-limit timing error (which positions the FFT window to include copies of either preceding or succeeding symbols) will result in inter-symbol interference (ISI) which degrades bit-errorrate (BER) performance [2] .
On the other hand, OFDM is very sensitive to carrier frequency offsets in the received signal. Such frequency offsets may be caused by Doppler shifts and/or instabilities in the local oscillator (LO) and result in a loss of subcarrier orthogonality, thereby leading to inter-carrier interference (ICI). Consequently, it is usually required to reduce the frequency errors to a small fraction of the subcarrier spacing [3] . It is noted that in practical system scenarios, the frequency 1 This work was supported in part by the EC FP6 SatNEx-II project (IST 027393).
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offset can be many multiples of the subcarrier spacing due to the use of consumer-grade oscillators in the receiver [4] . Therefore, a wide frequency estimation range enables greater flexibility in terms of reducing the cost of OFDM receivers to mass-market consumers.
Various techniques have been proposed in the literature for combined timing and frequency synchronization in OFDM but in this paper, we focus on preamble-aided methods which can be applied to both burst-mode and continuous OFDM applications. Schmidl and Cox [5] proposed using the autocorrelation of a training symbol with two identical parts to estimate timing and fractional frequency offset in the timedomain. An additional training symbol is then used along with the first to determine the integer frequency offset in the frequency domain, within a range of 2 N ± subcarrier spacings, where N is the FFT size. However, Schmidl's algorithm can yield timing estimates which are well beyond the ISI-free region and its integer frequency offset estimation becomes error-prone when the number of used subcarriers N use is significantly less than the FFT size N. Morelli's method [6] uses one training symbol with J identical parts to achieve an improved frequency accuracy in the time-domain, but its estimation range of 2 J ± subcarrier spacings is not usually sufficient since each identical block must be longer than the channel delay spread in order to achieve reliable estimation. Kim's method [7] uses Schmidl's first training symbol to achieve integer frequency estimation in the frequency domain, within a range of 2 N ± subcarrier spacings. However, it experiences the same problem as Schmidl's method when N use is significantly less than N. In [8] , Ren proposed a time-domain timing and frequency synchronization method based on a constant amplitude zero autocorrelation (CAZAC) training symbol with two identical parts, weighted by a binary pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence. It should be noted that Ren's timing algorithm is essentially the differential cross-correlation of a randomized sequence, using a differential lag of N/2. Although it yields a good timing performance in non-fading ISI channels, its accuracy degrades significantly under independent Rayleigh fading due to the weakness associated with differential cross-correlation. Moreover, its fractional frequency accuracy is poor due to the distortion of its preamble structure by the weighting PN sequence applied. Other preamble-aided techniques have been proposed for combined timing and frequency synchronization in [9] - [11] but they all suffer from a limited frequency estimation range and/or poor frequency accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique that uses only one training symbol with a simple structure of two identical parts, to achieve robust, low-complexity and full-range timefrequency OFDM synchronization in the time-domain. It combines autocorrelation, restricted cross-correlation and threshold-based detection to achieve reliable synchronization accuracy in both AWGN and Rayleigh fading ISI channels. It is also able to achieve faster convergence than conventional techniques by completing its processing operations in the time-domain.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
The samples of an OFDM symbol at the output of the IFFT in the transmitter are given by:
where N is the total number of subcarriers, with N use subcarriers being active. X n represents the data symbol transmitted on the nth subcarrier while ( )
represents the symbol samples after IFFT processing, with each symbol consisting N samples. However, the transmitted OFDM symbol can be denoted as
wherein the samples which precede ( ) 0 x represent the cyclic prefix of length G which is used to tolerate the intersymbol interference (ISI) resulting from the multipath channel delay spread.
Assuming sampling precision, the complex samples of the received signal from an ISI (wideband) channel can be represented as:
where θ is the integer symbol timing offset measured in samples, ε is carrier frequency offset normalized to the subcarrier spacing, ( ) k ω represents the zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
where ( ) k x represents the transmitted OFDM samples and ( ) l h is the impulse response of the wideband channel whose memory order is L-1 samples.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is a multi-stage process, aimed at maintaining low-complexity and fast synchronization convergence. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of typical synchronization stages in OFDM as implemented in [5] , [7] , while Figure 2 shows a block diagram that applies to the proposed method, wherein 'coarse timing' and 'fractional frequency' estimation are first achieved in similar fashion to Figure 1 . These are then followed by the 'path timing checkpoint', 'joint path timing and integer frequency' and 'fine timing' estimation stages respectively. All the processing operations are performed using time-domain samples of the received signal, without the need for post-FFT subcarrier data recovery. Hence, the training symbol can be designed using optimized sequences in either the time-domain (TD) or frequency-domain (FD). 
A. Cross-correlation Detection in ISI channels
In the AWGN channel, cross-correlation techniques (rather than autocorrelation) are widespread for frame timing detection and it has been shown that the maximum likelihood (ML) data-aided timing estimator in such channel is crosscorrelation based, under the assumption of negligible frequency offsets [12] . Similarly, it has been shown that the ML data-aided frequency estimator in the AWGN channel is also cross-correlation based under the assumption of ideal frame timing [13] . In this paper, we investigate crosscorrelation time-frequency detection in ISI (wideband) channels. It is first assumed that the transmitted signal ( ) k x consists of an infinite random sequence which exists for positive and negative values of k, with a known part ( ) 
where d represents the timing index.
Equation (5) can be re-arranged to show a coherent part C (which can only occur at an arriving channel path) and a random part Γ as follows:
) is the timing error.
It can be deduced from (6)- (8) that even in an ISI channel, cross-correlation is able to achieve joint timing and frequency detection due to the coherent summation in (7), produced at timing instants that correspond to the arrival of the known random sequence
… in the absence of significant frequency offsets. The cross-correlation at all other timing instants will be lacking in the coherent part due to non-existent channel taps. Also, the presence of significant frequency offsets will destroy such coherence. For instance, assuming ( ) k S has constant amplitude, the coherent summation in (7) reduces to zero for integer frequency offsets since the sum of a sinusoid over an integer number of full cycles is zero. Therefore a known random sequence (having sharp autocorrelation) can be used to achieve joint timing and integer frequency detection via the sharp detection properties of crosscorrelation.
Deriving from the central limit theorem (CLT) and assuming that complete frequency synchronization has been achieved, the cross-correlation
at all other timing instants apart from those corresponding to the channel paths (i.e.
) can be taken to be a zero-mean complex Gaussian variable. Using the same CLT principle and assuming a timing instant that corresponds to the arrival of a channel path and that reliable fractional frequency synchronization has been achieved, the cross-correlation ( ) i path
at all other integer frequency corrections apart from that corresponding to the actual integer frequency offset correction can be taken to be a zero-mean complex Gaussian variable. This implies that the absolute value of the cross-correlation at the non-coherent instants in either the timing axis (i.e. ( )
) will follow a Rayleigh distribution whose probability density function (PDF) and expected value are given as: Assuming that sufficient observations are available, the noise parameter σ can be estimated using the low-complexity algorithm shown below. Alternatively, it can be estimated using the ML estimator described in [14] .
Deriving from the Rayleigh cumulative distribution function (CDF) as shown in (12)- (14), a threshold δ can be chosen in accordance with a desired probability that
does not exceed such threshold, wherein the reverse case is the probability of false alarm: FA Ρ . Assuming
for a set of λ Rayleigh variables, the probability of false detection FD Ρ (i.e. the probability that any of the noncoherent variables will exceed the chosen threshold) will increase arithmetically relative to one instant and can be approximated by (15) .
( )
.
Consequently, a timing or frequency threshold can be chosen based on the principles discussed in this section, such that the absolute value of the cross-correlation at the coherent timing and integer frequency instants exceed the chosen threshold while that of all other timing and/or integer frequency instants fall below such threshold with high probability. This threshold crossing detection technique applied to both timing and frequency axis is one of the key components of our proposed method, such that reliable and low-complexity time-domain synchronization in OFDM systems is achieved.
B. A Simple Training Symbol
A training symbol having two identical parts in the timedomain is chosen for the proposed method. The structure as shown in equation (16) is also implemented in [5] , [8] , [15] . Its autocorrelation property helps to achieve reliable and lowcomplexity preamble detection, coarse timing and fractional frequency estimation while its uniquely combined auto-and cross-correlation properties are used in our proposed method to achieve enhanced time-frequency synchronization performance.
where A N/2 is a random sequence consisting of N/2 samples in the time-domain.
The training symbol can be generated in the frequencydomain by mapping a QPSK PN sequence to the evennumbered subcarriers, as specified in [5] . Alternatively, it can be generated in the time-domain via direct repetition, using a suitable PN sequence. In contrast to Ren's method, there is no multiplication of the training symbol with a weighting PN sequence in the proposed method.
C. Coarse Timing and Fractional Frequency
Firstly, coarse timing estimation is achieved in similar fashion to [15] wherein a low-complexity autocorrelation of the received signal samples is computed as shown in (17) and a coarse timing estimate derived accordingly as shown in (18) and (19). Fractional frequency offset estimation is then achieved by taking the phase of the autocorrelation at the coarse timing estimate, which can be pre-advanced towards the middle of the cyclic prefix zone (i.e. is computed using a restricted set of timing instants as indicated by a timing filter window derived from the coarse timing metric
Differential cross-correlation is used in order to cope with large frequency offsets (i.e. 1 ≥ ε ) as coherent crosscorrelation will fail under this condition [11] , [16] . However, differential cross-correlation is not as reliable as coherent cross-correlation for timing detection purposes because the extra terms it incorporates increase the overall noise variance. Nevertheless, differential cross-correlation techniques produce sharper detection properties than autocorrelation [16] and in an ISI environment, differential cross-correlation between a received preamble and its known version (i.e. a random sequence having sharp autocorrelation) can be used to detect a set of likely timing instants corresponding to the arriving channel paths. Figure 3 shows an example of a single-lag differential cross-correlation of the fractional-frequency-corrected received signal as implemented using (22)-(24) under ideal channel conditions, wherein there is a major peak in the middle corresponding to a full-symbol pattern match and two minor peaks at half-symbol timing error corresponding to a half-symbol pattern match. The minor peaks result from the symmetric structure of the preamble and constitute a major hindrance to using such preamble in a noisy channel since any of these peaks could instantaneously have the highest value. As discussed in [15] , the autocorrelation metric of the training symbol (shown in Figure 1 ) can be used to filter the unwanted minor peaks. One way to achieve this is to simply multiply both metrics together. This multiplication can be restricted to a timing window of one symbol length N or less, symmetric around the coarse timing estimate c θˆ in order to reduce complexity. An alternative approach which avoids multiplication is to use the autocorrelation peak value to define a timing window in terms of all timing points whose autocorrelation exceeds a pre-determined fraction of the peak value. This timing window is then used to restrict the differential cross-correlation accordingly. The filtering helps to determine a set of likely timing instants which correspond to the arriving channel paths. Figure 4 shows the resulting timing metric achieved by such filtering process in the test Rayleigh fading ISI channel under no additive noise.
The processing operations within the differential crosscorrelation stage are summarized as follows: 
E. Joint Path Timing and Integer Frequency
The next stage is an enhanced algorithm which can operate in the two dimensions (2D) of timing and frequency to jointly determine a strong channel path timing and the integer frequency offset. This estimator combines the strength of coherent cross-correlation for timing and integer frequency detection as discussed earlier in section III-A.
The timing checkpoints are determined by sorting the filtered timing-checkpoint metric (
) in descending order of strength. For each timing checkpoint starting from the strongest, the corresponding one-dimensional vector of N fractional-frequency-corrected samples undergoes coherent cross-correlation with the known preamble ( ) k S over all possibilities of integer frequency offset correction. This approach is similar to Ren's frequency algorithm [8] . However, the integer frequency metric can be computed more efficiently by the use of FFT processing as shown in (27). It should be noted that the integer frequency metric can only give accurate results if the timing estimate corresponds to a strong arriving channel path as discussed in III-A. (27) where ( )
is the 1D integer frequency offset metric, determined at the operational timing checkpoint check dˆ, using the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The proposed 1D/2D time-frequency estimator is adaptive in terms of complexity as it uses both threshold crossing (TC) and maximum value (MAX) detection criteria [16] . The TC criterion is implemented over the 1D integer frequency offset metric at each timing checkpoint while the MAX criterion is implemented over the complete 2D time-frequency metric.
For each timing checkpoint starting from the strongest, the algorithm derives a 1D integer frequency offset metric according to (27) . The peak value of the 1D metric at a timing checkpoint is compared with a threshold F δ . If this threshold is exceeded, a successful estimation is declared for both channel path timing and integer frequency at that peak instant. Otherwise the next timing checkpoint is used and the process repeated until there is either success or the complete 2D timefrequency metric is formed and its maximum value determined as the successful estimate. This is implemented as follows:
where i εˆ is the integer frequency offset estimate and path dˆ is the timing estimate which corresponds to a strong arriving channel path. ( )
, is either the 1D integer frequency offset metric at an operational timing checkpoint where the TC criterion indicates successful estimation or the complete 2D time-frequency metric wherein all timing checkpoints have been tested and the MAX criterion used.
By using the threshold criterion, the proposed algorithm is able exclude timing instants which do not correspond to a strong arriving channel path and thereby overcome the weakness associated with differential cross-correlation under channel noise, in contrast to Ren's method.
The threshold F δ is determined based on the statistics of the Rayleigh distribution as explained in section III-A. The probability of false detection in the frequency axis
should be chosen low enough to avoid a synchronization failure since a missed detection can still be recovered via the MAX criterion of the 2D metric.
where F λ is the search window used for integer frequency detection.
The maximum number of timing checkpoints (n max ) needed for reliable joint time-frequency estimation is inversely proportional to the FFT size and the SNR since these parameters directly affect the accuracy of cross-correlation. Nonetheless, for a small FFT size, an increase in n max is balanced out by the reduction in computational complexity since N is small. Ultimately, the pre-determined design value to be used depends on the tolerable processing delay for synchronization. Based on extensive simulations, the following range is recommended, without loss of generality.
It is noted that under favourable channel conditions, the first timing checkpoint is usually sufficient to achieve reliable synchronization. After estimating the integer frequency offset, compensation is made for the total frequency offset in the received signal as follows:
is the total-frequency-corrected received signal sample.
F. Fine Timing
In order to adjust the timing estimate to the ideal start of frame which corresponds to the first arriving channel path (rather than any strong arriving channel path path dˆ as determined by the joint time-frequency algorithm), a modified version of the timing adjustment technique proposed in [15] is used, since path dˆ is already known. The processing operations within the final coherent cross-correlation stage are summarized as follows: 
where d is chosen in (34) to ensure that all relevant timing points that could be the ideal timing are tracked while maintaining low-complexity. d is chosen in (35) such as to track the first arriving path ( FFT θˆ) rather than any strong arriving channel path ( path dˆ) , wherein all channel paths are expected to
). In (37), d
is chosen such as to exclude major and minor coherent peaks and their multipath, in order to calculate the timing threshold T δ using an estimate of the noise parameter
Ρ is probability of false detection in the timing axis, which is chosen to achieve a reliable timing accuracy without aggravating the occurrence of missed detection. The first arriving channel path (or any other one) is expected to have a correlation which is greater than T δ with high probability. The threshold T δ is therefore used to detect the ideal timing FFT θˆ.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
Extensive computer simulations were performed in order to assess the performance of the proposed method in comparison with existing methods for combined timing and frequency synchronization in OFDM. QPSK sub-carrier modulation is used with a random normalized frequency offset uniformly distributed in the range:
The search window for timing adjustment is set to G T = λ for the proposed method and the training symbol is generated in the frequency domain as specified in [5] . The probability of false detection is set as The OFDM parameters are chosen similar to the 3GPP LTE specifications for a 10MHz bandwidth, with N=1024, N use =600, G=72 and a sampling frequency F s =15.36 Msymb/s. The ISI channel parameters are chosen similar to the test channel specified in Kim's paper [7] with a carrier frequency F c =5GHz and a mobile speed of 150km/h, wherein the channel consists of M=6 paths (i.e. For the results of Figure 3 and 5, the number of used subcarriers is set to N use =N, mobile speed to zero and the power-delay-profile of the test ISI channel is implemented with only additive noise, in order to compare with a similar approach in [8] , [18] , wherein the channel taps do not undergo independent Rayleigh fading.
In Figure 5 , the proposed method achieves an ideal timing accuracy with zero timing mean-square-error (MSE) while the timing MSE of Ren's method is fractional at moderate SNR and shown to be significantly better than Schmidl's method. However, when independent time-variant Rayleigh fading is introduced in Figure 6 , the performance of Ren's method is significantly degraded as compared to Schmidl's method. This is due to the weakness associated with differential crosscorrelation in the presence of channel noise. The proposed method maintains its superior performance by achieving a near-ideal timing MSE which corresponds to detecting the first arriving channel path, unless it is significantly faded.
In terms of frequency estimation performance, Figure 7 shows that the proposed method, Schmidl's and Kim's method achieve a reliable frequency accuracy in a non-fading ISI channel while Ren's method has a poor fractional accuracy due to the distortion of the identical blocks in its training symbol by the weighting PN sequence applied. The CramerRao lower bound (CRLB) for single frequency estimation using N samples [13] is also shown for comparison purposes. The results of Figure 8 show the performance of the frequency estimators under independent time-variant Rayleigh fading and a low N use /N ratio. The proposed method is shown to achieve a reliable frequency accuracy in contrast to the existing methods which experience large estimation variance due to integer frequency errors. This problem is caused in Ren's method by the poor performance of its timing algorithm while it is caused in Schmidl's and Kim's methods by their operation in the frequency domain under a low N use /N ratio. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
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